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Solution

Spain is rich in architecture, colors
and details that is why I chose this
beautiful country to represent on
knife.
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Which place, city and country is featured in your design? (place/city/country)

Barcelona, Spain
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Describe why you have chosen this place as a visual? What story does your design
tell?

Spain is rich in architecture, colors and details that is why I chose this beautiful country to
represent on knife.
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To be featured on social media as the Victorinox "Pick of the Day", please write a
short statement about yourself (see more details in the brief).

Hi! I am Kathleen I am 30, and I live in Quebec, Canada. I work as an architect since 2011. I have
always had a passion for creating, I have been designing & illustrating for about 5 years.
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Please make sure you’ve filled out your country of origin in your profile and insert
your country of origin here:

Canada
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Have you read the" Guidelines, regulations & comments" section in the brief and is
this your original work?

Yes, all mine.
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Creative's profile

Kakel
Architect - designer - artist

Creative's top 5 skills

Illustration, Photography, Product Design, Packaging Design, Service Design
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